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The ongoing thesis is devoted to the study of non-geometric structures in string theory
and their phenomenological role in constructing new semi-realistic viable vacua.

The long-standing conundrum of string theory, as a consistent theory of quantum gravity
and other fields, is to mimicking ‘microphysically’ our world deriving all its particle and
cosmological expected (and theoretically demanded) physical properties (e.g. a positive
tiny cosmological costant, the standard model gauge group and fields, a low-energy super-
symmetry scale breaking, an inflationary vacuum).
Since (perturbative) string theories are consistently formulated only in ten dimensions with
a large number of supersymmetry charges, one needs to take into account for compactifi-
cations on (topologically non-trivial) internal six-dimensional tiny-size manifolds breaking
part of the supersymmetries (i.e. complex Calabi-Yau 3-folds or singular limits of them).
In this sense, many efforts during the last decade have been aiming to address the problem
of moduli stabilisation, i.e. to furnish a dynamical physical explanation to the many mass-
less fields (moduli) propagating in the four-dimensional space-time and parameterising,
among other things, the geometry (rough, shape and size) of the internal compact spaces.
The opportun solution to the underlying problem string theorists invented is known as
flux compactification and consists into to turn on 3-form field strengths of the gauge fields
of the massless spectrum of the theory on the compact space in order to generate a four-
dimensional potential giving mass to the moduli fields [1].
Moreover, since it turns out that not all these fields can be stabilised at tree level, per-
turbative and non-perturbative corrections to the scalar potential have been considered in
recent now famous scenarios, i.e. KKLT, LVS [2].
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1 The uncomfortable/intriguing presence of a non-geometry

It’s actually well-known that string theory can be formulated in consistent ways in non-
geometric backgrounds [3].
Here non-geometry refers to the fact that some consistent deformations of four-dimensional
(effective low-energy) supergravity theories introducing massive terms (gaugings) in the ac-
tion, cannot be uplifted geometrically to a fundamental ten dimensional theory. On its own,
this provides an interesting window on frameworks beyond the scope of supergravity.
From the point of view of string theory, one shoud stress that the very notion of classical
geometry breaks down at the string scale ls ∼

√
α′ (the unique full-dimensional parameter

of the theory) that, in fact, is a critical length for compactifications. The last claim is sup-
ported by the modus operandi of a fundamental perturbative symmetry of string theory
known as T-duality.
In its most simple formulation, T-duality establishes the equivalence between a compact-
ification on a circle of radius R and a circle of radius α′/R (with the trick to exchange
simultaneously the momentum of the string along the circle with a new - purely stringy -
momentum related to the strings’ windings around the circle).
The circle compactification introduces a modulus field in the lower dimensional theory ,
eψ, which parameterizes R+. One can easily show by T-duality that the true moduli space
of the theory, i.e. the independent values taken by the modulus field, is given by R ≥

√
α′,

where the string length scale is a fixed point of the symmetry. This explains the critical
behaviour of the theory at the string scale ls.
T-duality provides also the most simple way to constructing non-geometric string back-
grounds. A typical example is the chain of five-dimensional branes which one can con-
struct starting from a particular solution of the supergravity equations of motion, known
as NS5-brane, and performing three T-dualities along the spatial directions orthogonal to
it [4]. Schematically, one finds:

NS5-brane → KK-monopole → Q-brane → R-brane. (1)

Apart its name (and its specific physical properties) the KK (Kaluza-Klein) -monopole is
a solution of the equations of motion of general relativity and then should not be worried
the reader. In order to explain the reason for the names of the last two branes, let us
reveal that one could explain the same chain of dualities like a chain of fluxes. Indeed, the
NS5-brane has the major characteristic to be magnetically charged under a 2-form gauge
field B2 (Kalb-Ramond field) belonging to the massless spectrum of the string, that is to
say that there is a non-zero 3-form flux threading the spatial directions orthogonal to the
NS5-brane, i.e. H3 =dB2. The KK-monopole, on the other hand, has a twisted-torus
structure that in generic backgrounds consists of a one-form basis ηM satisfying

dηM = ωMNP η
N ∧ ηP . (2)
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Actually, there is only one non-vanishing value of ω for the KK-monopole and this can be
thought of as the (pure-gravitational) flux related to the brane. The complete chain of
fluxes is the following (Q,R are nothing but the most common choices of the fluxes’ names
in literature):

H → ω → Q → R. (3)

In a recent paper we have classified independently all these fluxes via the existence of
dualities with respect to special representations in supergravity known as mixed-symmetry
potentials [5]. Also, we have shed light on the so-called P-fluxes which form a different
T-dual chain of fluxes S-dual to the first one. 1

2 The project: looking for new scenarios of moduli stabili-
sation (and inflation)

The first four-dimensional string models taking into account for non-geometric fluxes have
been developed in [6].
One of the main results of these works has been realizing that T-duality cries out for non-
geometric fluxes together with the standard ones. Let us explain better this crucial point:
It turns out that T-duality done on a circle exchanges Type IIA and Type IIB string mod-
els (that are two fundamental realisations of closed superstring theory). This means that
these two theories are actually the same in D = 9 and in lower dimensions, so in particular
their four-dimensional supergravity potentials should match to each other. This requires
necessarily the presence of non-geometric fluxes.
Moreover, non-geometric fluxes in principle allow to stabilise all the moduli fields at tree
level. Also, these compactifications, in the vacuum expectation value of the moduli fields,
can be described in terms of so-called free-acting asymmetric orbifolds and can be studied
from the point of view of conformal field theories (CFTs) [7]. We are interested in finding
out explicit realisations of these kind of non-geometric vacua which could embed also the
chain of P-fluxes.
In addition to the study of new moduli stabilisation scenarios, we will monitor also the
(very ambitious) program to apply this technology to the microphysics of inflation.
After the bad story of BICEP2 and the 2013/2015 Planck results [8], many efforts have
been devoted to realise large-field inflation in string theory (related to the existence of CMB
B-modes and primordial gravitational waves) by using the principle of axion monodromy
inflation (the use of axions as inflatons revealed crucial in order to avoid Planck-suppressed
corrections to the inflationary potential). The first models of inflation using non-geometric
fluxes have just been appeared in the last few years [9].

1S-duality is a distinctive non-perturbative symmetry of Type IIB string theory.
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